Practicum I Request Form
(taken concurrent with Music 366)

- Meet with Dr. Steele to discuss what type of experience you would like
- Bring Dr Steele a hard copy of your current class schedule (by Thursday)
- Students will be placed in one setting with school age students (two students of more may be placed in the same setting) to observe 24 hours of music teaching – approximately 2 hours/12 weeks (mid-September up to Thanksgiving)
- Dress professionally – look like a professional, not a student
- Take careful notes – you must submit a written report at the end of your experience
- You will be given the e-mail for your practicum teacher and then it is your responsibility to arrange a schedule that allows you to complete a minimum of 24 hours in the setting
- It is getting increasingly difficult to secure good practicum and student teaching placements. You have tremendous impact on the relationship we have with music teachers and school districts and our ability to continue to place students in those situations.
- Do not contact any teacher under any circumstance or try to arrange your own placement. You can be assured that you may not be to observe in a setting you have arranged.

__________________________________________  __________________________
Name                                                                 Date

Practicum Preferences (levels, area) for 366
------------------------------------------------- Content

additional interests:

-------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------

identify a teacher you would like to observe

__________________________________________Teacher

__________________________________________School